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One weekend
Longer than the in-person event
Ongoing

Existing Organizations
Coalition of many
New organization

Concurrent with the live event
(hybrid)
Separate

Duration:

Who puts on the event:

Separate or Concurrent:

Individual Artists
Art Festival Websites
New Platforms

Photos
Videos
Live Streaming
Interactive content

Where the event is hosted:

Content for the Virtual Festival:

TODAY'S  DEFINITION OF 
VIRTUAL ART FESTIVAL



New platforms have
emerged to create

dynamic virtual events
that can engage
attendees with

marketplace, videos, live
streaming, interactive
content, and beyond!

Virtual events allow you
more time to sell your

artwork! Virtual events are
not confined to the time of
the physical event and can

last days, weeks, and
months longer than the 

in-person event.

The festivals you know
and love are adapting to

the changing times by
offering new forms of
revenue and providing

access to customers you
might not have had

otherwise.

ArtFest believes that
virtual events are here to

stay and should be
embraced as a new

aspect of events, even
post-pandemic. 
Hybrid events 

(virtual & in-person) 

 PLATFORMS MORE TIME
TRUSTED

ORGANIZATIONS
HERE TO STAY

Benefits of a Virtual Art Festival



Virtual "Store" for each artist.
Unlimited photo, video, and artwork upload per artist. 
Bulk artwork upload avoiding that tedious one-at-at-time process.
Live Chat with virtual attendees or they make an appointment to
chat with you (auto-powered by Zoom).
Artist Statement; contact info; links to your YouTube, Facebook,
and more
Integrated eCommerce - buy from many artists in one shopping
cart. 
Orders/shipping, money, email database and sales tax info all
sent automatically to each artist. Money is processed through
Stripe.
Virtual Booth rollover - When you exhibit at another virtual event
on the Eventeny platform, your virtual booth is linked to that event
so you do not have to recreate your page.

BENEFITS OF               
. . . . . . . . . . . . .FOR
ARTISTS
WHAT MAKES IT
WORTHWHILE FOR
YOU



VIRTUAL EVENT
HOMEPAGE

WHAT IT LOOKS LIKE



Header with photos and videos
about the event
Event dates/times
Artists section
"Highlights" section to feature
different parts of the virtual event
Event schedule
Sponsor section
Everything is on the main page -
no need to click to another page
to see the artists, sponsors,
activities, etc.

MAIN EVENT
PAGE
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VIRTUAL
MARKETPLACE

HOW ARTISTS ARE DISPLAYED



Displayed on the main page of the
virtual event
Artists are categorized by their
medium
Customers can search for artists
by name, medium, products,
keywords, etc.
Clicking on an artist brings you to
the artist's virtual booth

VIRTUAL
MARKETPLACE



VIRTUAL BOOTH

WHAT YOUR BOOTH LOOKS LIKE



Upload video, booth shot, and
artwork images
Name of your Art Studio
Logo
Artist Bio
Location
Contact Info
Links to website and social media
"Message the Artist" button
Live Chat option

VIRTUAL BOOTH
HEADER
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Upload video, booth shot, and
artwork images
Name of your Art Studio
Logo
Artist Bio
Location
Contact Info
Links to website and social media
"Message the Artist" button
Live Chat option

VIRTUAL BOOTH
HEADER



No limit on the amount of artwork
you can upload
Shows the name of the piece, the
price, how many are available, if
there is free shipping, how many
people have it in their cart, SOLD
and more.
Can enlarge the photo to see
more details and more photos of
the piece.
Bulk upload of artwork

VIRTUAL BOOTH
ARTWORK



More photos of the piece (click to
enlarge further)
Name of the piece
Size
Description
Price, quantity remaining, and
shipping fee
Variations - anything that the
seller can customize
Cart button - then it is a normal
checkout process

VIRTUAL BOOTH
ARTWORK
ITEM DETAILS PAGE



FACTS AND FIGURES

78%
of customers purchase
from multiple artists in
one transaction.

650+
event organizations
have used Eventeny's
platforms.

48%
of shop visitors buy
at least one item.

7  46
is the average time
visitors spend on high
impact virtual booths.

MIN SEC
when artists have 30+
artworks in their virtual
booth (compared to
artists with less items). 

3   27
is the average time visitors
spend on any given virtual
booth.

MIN SEC 4XSALES



Virtual "Store" for each artist.
Unlimited photo, video, and artwork upload per artist. 
Bulk product upload avoiding that tedious one-at-at-time process.
Live Chat with virtual attendees or they make an appointment to
chat with you (auto-powered by Zoom).
Artist Statement; contact info; links to your YouTube, Facebook,
etc.
Integrated eCommerce - buy from many artists in one shopping
cart. 
Orders/shipping, money, email database and sales tax info all
sent automatically to each artist. Money is processed through
Stripe.
Virtual Booth rollover - When you exhibit at another virtual event
on the Eventeny platform, your virtual booth is linked to that event
so you do not have to recreate your page.
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FEES FOR
ARTISTS*

5% of each sale goes to Eventeny.
2.9% + $0.30 credit card fee per transaction.

*These are the fees that are standard across all festivals
using Eventeny. Festivals have the choice to take a
commission of each sale as well. This varies by festival.



QUESTIONS? COMMENTS?
LET US KNOW!

Virtual@ArtFestFortMyers.com

EMAIL ADDRESS

239-768-3602

PHONE

ALL OF THIS INFO CAN BE FOUND ON THE ARTIST RESOURCE PAGE ON OUR WEBSITE
ARTFESTFORTMYERS.COM/ARTIST-RESOURCES



It is not the strongest of the species
that survives, not the most intelligent

that survives. It is the one that is
most adaptable to change.

ALWAYS REMEMBER

CHARLES DARWIN


